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Main Point: Should not assume a spherical star 

 

Star must be tidally distorted 

 

 “Ellipsoidal variations” 

 

Need to combine ellipsoidal variations with 

thermal+scattered light from planet 
 

   But is it really observable?? 



1. computationally costly 

2. planet not bi-thermal 



















In transit (1 min bins) 

33.5 d  15 transits 



In transit (1 min bins) 

Out of transit (5 and 75 min bins) 



Model fit (30 min bins) 

star only 

planet 

only 

star+planet 



Joshua Carter: sanity check par excellence –          

wavelet 1/f de-noised LC,   OOT fit with sin j + sin2j 



Tday =  

2560 +/- 100 K 

 vs.                

2885 +/- 100 K 

130 ppm 

86 ppm 

Ellipsoidal variations 

do not affect peak 

height of phase curve 



geometric Ag =0.18 





Conclusions: 

First detection of exoplanet-induced ellipsoidal variation 

 amplitude = 37 ppm (= 34 micromag) 

    illustrates precision of Kepler (Earth-Sun transit = 84 ppm) 
 

 

Modeling ellipsoidal variations: 

   more accurate planet phase-emission measurements 
  (therefore T, albedo, etc) 

   constrains mass ratio + inclination 

   properties of stellar envelope (radiative/convective) 

   lag might lead to info on tidal energy dissipation [Q] 

 

Caveats:  

   in general: star not tidally locked – not quite Roche potential 

   HAT-P-7: star spin and planet orbit axes not aligned  
 (R-M effect)   [Winn et al. 2009, Narita et al. 2009] 



p-p ~ 9 ppm 

Importance of Gravity Darkening 



Importance of Gravity Darkening 



  sensitivity to gravity darkening; and strong change in 

gravity darkening exponent at slightly higher 

temperature (b~0.08  0.25) 

  equilibrium tide model (Pfhal et al.) ==> sensitivity to 

stellar envelope (convective vs. radiative) changes 

ellipsoidal amplitude 

  overestimate Tday, since scattering could be present 

  Tnight = 2570 K is too hot!   Tnight > Teq= 2213 K. 

  Why isn’t stellar better than BB model?? 

  monochromatic evaluation of BB at 6000 A instead of 

integration over bandpass 

  planet atmospheric phenomena 

 Note: ELC uses bolometric or heat albedo, not Bond albedo 


